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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Hong Anh Palace from Mequon. Currently, there are 20
dishes and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Hong Anh Palace:
Git a few takeout from Hong Anh and I enjoyed what I got! I have take-out, so can not comment on the service,
location or restaurant itself! The food was very good! I have Hout and sour soup and it was very good! My main

course was this cantonese beef and veggie and nuts dish and it was very good, no questions asked there.
Overall very good, no complaints can I think! Images are from the menu and food I have! read more. At Hong
Anh Palace from Mequon you can savor delicious vegetarian dishes, in which no animal meat or fish was
used, The creative fusion of different menus with fresh and partially daring products is highly valued by the
visitors - a nice example of Asian Fusion. The versatile, savory Chinese cuisine has many followers among

customers, On the daily specials there are also several Asian meals.
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Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Desser�
BROWNIE

Beilage� un� �tra�
SOJASAUCE

Noodle�
SINGAPORE NOODLES

Frie� Ric� & Noodle�
LO MEIN

Chicke�
CHICKEN LO MEIN

FRIED CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

WHITE RICE

DUCK

SHRIMP

BEEF
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